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BONUS: Free Book On "How To Grow Marijuana". Check Inside For More Details.Make Your Own

Cannabis Extracts With This Simple And Easy Guide That Shows You HowAre you someone who

enjoys good cannabis?Or maybe you use marijuana for medical purposes?Are you looking to try

marijuana in other ways than smoking?In this book you will learn how to make your own cannabis

extracts and be able to make brownies, canna butter, and even oils. This book is meant for those

who are looking for additional ways to get the effects of marijuana without necessarily smoking it.

Taking the information that you learn in this book, you will be able to find new and possibly exciting

ways for you to consume cannabis. You may have tried some of these extracts and we give you a

method to make them on your own with simple instructions.Cannabis extracts are the extracted oils

that you can get from a cannabis plant and use the same way that you would the cannabis, except

that they will give you a different feeling than you would experience from normal cannabis. Extracts

can come in either oil form, dabs, canna butter, edibles, or many others. Each has its own specific

way to be made and each has its own property that can cause varied effects on your body.Cannabis

oil can actually be used to help with medical conditions that many people suffer from such as

cancer, Crohnâ€™s disease, gout, diabetes, pain relief, fibromyalgia, asthma, arthritis, migraines,

and many other diseases.Cannabis dabs give a high dose of medicine to people who suffer from

extreme nausea or chronic pains because it gives them the most immediate effect in helping with

their ailment.Canna butter or Cannabis Butter is a cannabis infused butter. This canna butter can

actually be used in recipes such as brownies or cookies or even any recipe that calls for you to use

butter.Kief can be used when making cakes or even placed in a hash like cannabis mixture. Not

only that, but kief can actually be vaporized as well.In this book, you will learn:How to make

Cannabis Oil by separating resins that you obtain from the cannabis flower by using an extraction

process.How to make Canna Butter by using the cannabis oil and resolidifying it based on the

THC.How to make Cannabis Brownies by using the Canna Butter Method or the Cannabis Oil

Method.How to make RSO (Rick Simpson Oil) that can be used for treatment of a variety of

diseasesHow to make Tincture by using alcohol to extract the THC from the cannabis plant.How to

make Rosin by using heat and pressure to extract resin from cannabis.And Much, Much More!I

hope you are excited to use marijuana and make your own extracts to enjoy!Click The Buy Button

To Download This Book Today!
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This book is one that you would use as reference opposed to simply reading all the way through.

And what a great reference it is. If you are a cannabis lover like I am then you will certainly find this

useful, even if you have never had designs on making extracts. There are some important things to

keep in mind before taking the advice in this book, which the author was quick to point out. I am

fortunate to live in a state where cannabis consumption is legal. If you aren't as fortunate, please

keep your potential legal liabilities in mind. There is also a large section in the book on creating

edibles. Again, the author advises treading lightly here, particularly when it comes to the amont you

consume, and I couldn't agree more. The practical advice in this book is jPplust as valuable as the

recipes, and I appreciated that.Overall this is a nice, concise reference without a lot of frills or fluff. I

learned quite a bit.Five stars.

This book more than delivered. I was expecting a how-to guide on how to make cannabis oil (which

is basically all I really wanted) but this was so much more than that. There are instructions on not

only how to extract oil, but also how to make things I'd never even heard of like Dash, Bubble Hash



and Rick Simpson Oil. There are also recipes for edibles that sounded delicious. I found myself

fascinated by this book.Learning all of these new things was so interesting to me and I can't wait to

get started on making some of these edibles.

The author is very knowledgeable and provides all of the information anyone who wants to extract

cannabis needs to know. I particularly enjoyed the chapter on edibles. There are lots of different

recipes to try out. I also appreciated how the author was thorough about the elements that need to

be considered to effectively extract the THC in different processes. For example, when using

alcohol to extract it, it needs to be above a certain alcohol content. I have heard of using cannabis to

cure and help ease symptoms of many diseases but had not heard of RSO before. I plan to pass

this information along to several people in my life. Definitely a helpful book on many levels.

There may be some bits of wisdom scattered throughout these pages, but they're difficult to find.

Not very professionally written, more like a "Hey buddy...hold my bong and I'll show you sumpin

groovy" kind of narrative.I'd certainly hope readers have some understanding of various methods of

employing marijuana before reading this book...as I'm not convinced this book includes the most up

to date information.

You can get this info better from YouTube. The book is nothing special.

What should I expect for 0.99 USD...I guess the five stars reviews are all fake...Google what you

want to know about the subjects supposedly covered in this flyer and you find far better information.

Marijuana was found to be very useful for a very wide number of medical applications and the last

decade witnessed a big activity in this research area.This great book spots the light on the white

side of cannabis and how to prepare Cannabis oil at home. It also guides you to know how to use

the cannabis oil and its different uses. It was a very useful read.

TERRIBLE BOOK. POORLY WRITTEN, BAD ADVICE, VAGUE DIRECTIONS.
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